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Parking lot lights approved
By SKIP HOLLANDSWORTH
Staff Writer
A $21,000 plan to install lights in the Worth Hills parking lot has been approved
by the University, Vice-chancellor and Provost Howard Wible announced
Friday.The construction, though, will not begin until the Christmas break when
the parking lot is empty of cars and "the workmen have more room."
Wible said it came as a "direct result" of student requests to add more lighting
throughout the campus, particularly in the Worth Hills area "because from the
vandalism standpoint, it was the place that needed work. We've had a couple of
calls from parents about doing something there."
Assistant director of Campus Police Ed Carson gave specific figures: "Six
burglaries took place in the same period of time on Oct. 17...where rear view
mirrors were broken off."

However, a review of the records found the vandalism occured in the parking
lot in front of the Sigma Chi and Kappa Sigma house w'.iere lights have already
been erected. But Carson said the reported cases of burglary in the lighted
parking lot on main campus are now nonexistent "Before the lights were installed
there, we had several problems of burglary," he said.
The focus of student activity over the Worth Hill lights came from the Security
Committee of the House of Student Representatives. Chairman Davis McCown
said every dorm, fraternity and sorority at Worth Hills was asked "by us to pass
a resolution asking for the lights."'
A report by the Security Committee listed the Worth Hills project as the
"highest priority" item to expand safety on campus. "This is the largest area
without any lights and it has the most concentration of cars and people," McCown
said.

The lighting plan designates that four poles, each with two lights, will be placed
in the main lot Two additional units will be built in the lot facing the ZTA and
DDD houses, and one pole will be set up in the Brachman area.
Although the House Security Committee established several other dark spots on
campus which need lighting, Wible indicated there would be little else done:
"To be perfectly honest, I can't say we will do more (lighting). At this point I've
done nothing further on the committee's recommendation And the reason we
can't do all of it is because there is the administration priorities."
i
The fixtures alone cost $10,000 for the secondary power source, "and we haven't
even begun to get figures on the generator and such," he said. "With the
magnitude of priorities that exist, there will always be more needs than
money . . but the Worth Hills plan had to be a major project." Wible added

Search
continues
for victims
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JACK STILLMAN
Associated Press Writer
TOCCOA, Ga.—Searchers slogged
through debris-littered red mud in
search of more bodies yesterday in the
wreckage of a low-lying campus area
where at least 37 persons died after a
torrent of water burst from an earthen
dam and smashed through the
pastoral setting of a small Bible
college.
About 45 persons were injured.
At midmorning, Stephens County
Hospital administrator J. W. Warren
said that the bodies of two persons
reported missing had been found But
he said later he had been "misinformed."
Twenty youngsters, children of
students or faculty members at the
Toccoa Falls Bible College, were
among those who died when the
floodwaters hit at 1:30 a.m. Sunday.
Most of the other victims were
students or teachers at the college
Two volunteer firemen who were
trying to reach the college's housing
area to give the only warning of the
flood also died.
Some of the students who died were
trapped in a four-story men's dormitory, which had 40 residents.
Twelve of the 45 persons injured were
hospitalized.
The path of destruction was
described as about 2'2 miles long and
1,500 feet wide, most of it near the area
where a creek, fed by a reservoir,
makes a sharp turn at the foot of two
hills in the campus community called
Toccoa Falls, about two miles outside
the northeastern Georgia community
of Toccoa. Two trailer parks nestled at
the foot of the hills, primary housing
areas for married students, were
leveled.
Eldon Elsberry, a volunteer
fireman, said he and two other
See Rosalynn page :i
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authorizes
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ff's for the birds
Before fall sets in this unidentified man on his lunch hour takes pleasure in enjoying both the cool weather and the hungry birds, oblivious to the fact that he's

.News Briefs"
Lombardo to be burled Nov. 9
4
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NEW YORK (AP)—Guy Lombardo, who made millions and delighted
millions for half a century with his "sweetest music this side of heaven,"
will be buried Wednesday.
But Lombardo's brother Victor promised that their band, the Royal
Canadians, will go on and that the tune most closely associated with the
famous bandleader — "Auld Lang Syne"—will be heard again Dec. 31.
Guy Lombardo died at age 75 Saturday night at Houston's Methodist
Hospital, where he had undergone heart surgery in September. His wife of
51 years, Lillibelle, was at his side.
Hospital spokesmen said death was not related to the surgery but to a
breathing problem that developed later and forced Lombardo's rehospitalization Oct. 27.

Unemployment will cost trillions
WASHINGTON (AP)—Unemployment in the United States will cost the
economy trillions of dollars in output and potential tax revenues by the end
of this century unless joblessness is sharply reduced, according to a new
study.
The study, released Sunday by the Exploratory Project for Economic
Alternatives, was highly critical of the nation's recent leaders for allegedly
trying to explain high unemployment, rather than taking steps to reduce it.
"Our national debate today is focused on the sad question of how high an
unemployment rate we must accept, rather than on how low a rate we could
achieve were we to make it our priority," said the study.
The nation's jobless rate was 7 percent in October, virtually unchanged
froaj April. The report said that not too many years ago a 2 percent rate was
considered realistic.

10 wounded In shooting spree

II, *

NEW ORLEANS (API—At least 10 persons were shot in three attacks
within one hour in a residential area, a French Quarter plaza and a downtown brokerage firm Monday, police said. A suspect was taken into custody.
There were no reports of deaths but police said some of the victims were
seriously wounded.
The suspect, a man, was arrested near the final shooting and a police
spokesman said it was "believed, but not confirmed," that the shootings
were committed by the same person.
The victims, who included at least one woman, were taken to Charity
Hospital, which then issued an urgent plea for blood donations.

in the middle of downtown traffic. Oh, the simple life
Photo by Gwen Baumann

After six years of planning and
preliminary research, a major fiber
wall hanging has been commissioned
by TCU for placement in the school's
Annie Richardson Bass Building The
"architectural fiber sculpture" is
expected to be installed within the
1977-78 academic year by its creator,
Libby Piatus of Los Angeles.
Commissioning of the work was
made possible by Dr Richard J.
Gonzalez of Houston The retired oil
executive is donating the work of art in
memory of his wife, the late Loraine
O'Gorman Gonzalez, who graduated
from TCU in 1936 Mrs Gonzalez was
an avid weaver, and Dr Gonzalez is a
trustee of the American Crafts
Council, the largest American
organization of professional craftsmen.
Measuring 19 feet wide and 9.5 feet
high, the sculpture will consist of offwhite sisal twine and Maxi-Twine, a
synthetic, woven via cross-tension
knotting and possibly crochet. A depth
of 1.5 feet will give the work its
sculptural quality
The wall hanging will be installed on
the east wall of Room 107 in the
building which houses TCU's Harris
College of Nursing and home
economics department Known informally as the "living room" of the
Bass Building, the room is used both
for classes and University social
functions.
Dr. Gonzalez first approached the
University about commissioning a
fibei work in 1971. More recently a sixmember committee comprised mainly
of art and home economics faculty
members spent a year choosing an
artist to complete the commission.
TCU art department chairman AnSee Artist page 3

Tech's Taylor runs over Frogs
By CHUCK AULT
Sports Editor
There's a very simple reason why
the TCU Horned Frogs were blown out
by the Texas Tech Red Raiders 49-17
in last Saturday's football game.
Tech moved the ball. TCU didn't.
Led by Billy Taylor's five touchdowns and 151 rushing yards, the
Raiders rolled up 290 total yards—218
on the ground. Tech actually rushed
for 281 yards but lost 63 yards
TCU managed only 117 total yards—
96 rushing. Because the Frogs lost 81
yards they ended up with 15 net yards
rushing Frog quarterback Steve
Bayuk lost 51 of the 81 yards due to
Tech defenders who dropped Frog
runners 14 times in the backfield.
Bayuk completed only eight of 23
passes for 88 yards, thanks to a
tremendous Tech pass rush that
harassed the junior signal-caller all
day.
"That's the best pass rush I've faced
this year," Bayuk said. "I was
throwing high all day, mainly because
I Was having to scramble a lot and
throw off balance."
Frog receiver Mike Renfro, who
caught three passes for 59 yards and
two touchdowns, said he thought the
Tech pass rush won the game. "Every
time I made a cut I saw our quarterback having to scramble," he said.
But the highlight of the afternoon
was the offensive fireworks of running
back Taylor.
He
personally
demolished the Purples, averaging

over five yards a carry. His five TDs
set a new Tech single-game scoring
record. He rushed for 91 yards in the
first half.
"The line did an excellent job for me
today," Taylor said. "They were
firing off the ball and getting the
blocks to open things all day."
Rodney' Allison started at quarterback for Tech and, in his first
series, drew a rousing ovation from a
Homecoming crowd of 42,124. Allison
has been hampered with a foot injury
suffered in the Texas A&M game.
"We made the decision to start
Rodney during warm-up," Texas Tech
coach Steve Sloan said. "We knew he
wouldn't be much more than half
speed, but we thought it would give the
team an emotional lift," Sloan added.
"We had to eliminate several plays
since Rodney was half speed, but
Taylor did a good job running outside
and TCU wasn't able to take the
outside until late in the game," Sloan
said.
"Rodney starting had a lot to do with
the day," Taylor added, "His being
back there really fired me up."
It also fired the Frogs up. Visions of
an upset could be seen on Frog
coaches' faces as TCU jumped out to a
17-14 margin.
The Purples struck first on Steve
Morman's 45-yard field goal just 3:06
into the contest after defensive back
Steve Barnes intercepted Allison's
first pass at the Tech 34.

Tech came back to take the lead
when it marched 80 yards in 17 plays
with Taylor diving over from the one.
They made it 14-3 when punter
Cameron Young lost a low snap and
' Tech had the ball at the Frog 1. On
third down, Taylor scored his second
TD.
The Frogs cut the deficit to 14-10
when Wesley Roberts recovered a
Taylor fumble at the Tech 31. Two
plays later Bayuk hit Renfro for a 33yard touchdown. TCU had Renfro and
Michael Milton split to the left side and
the two Tech defenders took Milton,
leaving Renfro wide open in the
middle
Following the ensuing kickoff, Tech
back-up tosser Tres Adami. on first
down, rolled left and pitched the ball to
an official. John Ferguson pounced on
the loose ball at the Tech 12.
On the next play Bayuk hit Renfro
for the score.
But the Red Raiders went to the
locker room with a 21-17 lead when
Taylor scored his third TD with 1:46
left in the half.
Tech went on to score 28 points in the
second half while TCU was shut out.
So much for the upset.
"I thought we forced some mistakes
and we took advantage of them when
we got them," Frog Head Coach FA.
Dry said. "Overall, we had difficulty
moving the ball because of their
quickness. That quickness told more
and more as the game wore on."
Dry was disappointed his team

couldn't stop Taylor "Yes, 1 was
upset because we couldn't get the big
guy down," he said, "He's pysically
the biggest guy we've faced
"(Alois)'Blackwell of Houston is
quicker, but Taylor is stronger," Dry
added
Tech's four second-half touchdowns
came on or were set up by big plays.
The Raiders upped their lead to 28-17
by going 80 yards in eight plays.
Taylor went the final 40 yards for the
score on the second half's initial
series.
Five minutes later, Tech's Gary
McCright picked off a Bayuk pass and
ran 39 yards to the TCU 1, from which
Taylor scored his final six-pointer.
"It will be a long time before I'm in
the offensive backfield They tackled
me by my arm pad, that's how bad a
runner I am," McCright joked later.
On the Frog's next possession,
Tech's Eric Felton blocked a Young
punt and recovered the ball in the end
zone for Tech's 42nd point. The last
Raider touchdown came with four
minutes left in the game.
Said Coach Sloan afterwards, "I
give TCU and coach Dry a lot of credit.
They have a lot of youngsters, they're
playing aggressive and staying in
there. Dry and his staff have done an
excellent job."
McCright added, "They impressed
me by never giving up. They are doing
a good job of building a program."
But last Saturday the building
blocks came tumbling down.
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Say yes'
. . . and watc
It sounds almost too good to be true. Soviet Party Leader
Leonid Brezhnev addressed his comrades at the 60th anniversary
of the Bolshevik Revolution Wednesday, and called for an end to
all testing of nuclear weapons.
This is precisely what Arms Negotiator Paul Wanrke has been,
pushing for in recent weeks, but he was offering a more moderate
U.S. stand—only a three-year ban rather than a complete one,
which is what commentators believe Brezhnev meant Wednesday.
An end to nuclear testing could mean that the Soviet's Multiple
Intercontinental Re-entry Vehicle (MIRV) system will not advance beyond its present stage, which analysts believe to be a
few years behind the American counterpart.
But far more important than that, an end to nuclear testing
would make impossible the deployment of the highly
destabilizing Maneuverable Re-Entry Vehicle (MaRV) which the
U.S. will have ready in a few years, with the Soviets just five to
eight years behind. A weapon of that sort would be useless if its
reliability was questionable, and only a test firing could
guarantee its reliability.
.
The MARV technology is a serious threat to our deterrent and
defensive triad of land-based missiles, intercontinental bombers
and nuclear submarines. As long as we maintain the triad
deterrent, there is far less chance of a nuclear exchange between
the superpowers. Without it, we place ourselves on the doorstep
of nuclear configuration.
What the Soviets intend by this gesture, no one can really tell at
this date, and our negotiators must continue to look at the hardnosed Russians with a wary eye.
Still, Carter should snap up Brezhnev's proposal before the
Soviets change their minds.

Russell Baker

Has the key to opportunity changed ?
For the first time ever, there are
more women than men enrolled in
American colleges, the immediate
implications of this are bound to upset
people who need stereotypes to
preserve the illusion of stability in a
chaotic universe. Joe College, for
example, now becomes a false
metaphor for the college student
Discussing college people collectively.
we must learn to call them "the
college woman." "Woman's place is in
the home" went the old saw women
hated Now they can say, "Woman's
place is in the college."

What does it mean for football,
which has traditionally been to college
what the nightstick is to the police?
Does it make sense for a college
population dominated by women to
have the bulk of its athletic budget
spent on a sport that can be played
only by 200-pound women with
shoulders like stevedores' and legs
like oak trees?
Of course not, but then it has been a
long time since college football has
made much sense to anybody except
the professional-league operators who
use it as a state-subsidized farm

system for developing young players.
Successful college teams now come
almost exclusively from state
universities whose money comes from
legislatures run by old (male) grads to
whom touchdowns are sweeter than
libraries.
If the rise of the college woman
yields a generation of feminine
achievers that fills state legislatures
with alumnae, women may restore
some sanity to the football scene by
diverting money to sports women can
play and letting the Pittsburgh
Steelers finance their own farm

system instead of making taxpayers
do it for them.
The question is whether all this
college will produce a generation of
feminine achievers or a generation of
disillusioned alumnae It was not until
after World War II that college
education became an absolute
necessity for people who wanted to get
ahead. Until then most people went to
college for a variety of reasons that
had very little to do with becoming a
corporate vice president or a United
States senator.
Some went hoping to meet in-

Jo Thomas

Rafshoon goes to the movies
WASHINGTON - When Jimmy
Carter was elected President last
year, a new world seemed to open for
Gerald Rafshoon, the Atlanta media
specialist whose television commercials helped lift Carter from
relative obscurity to national
prominence.
Rafshoon moved to Washington and
opened another advertising office. He
came and went at the White House as a
friend and welcomed adviser Clients
discovered him, hostesses lionized
him and society page photographers
caught him at what appeared to be the
brink of wealth and fame.
But Rafshoon soon found the streets
paved as much with booby-traps as
with gold. The magic of the Carter
political campaign failed to repeat
itself in New York with a different
campaign and a different candidate.
And his association with the
President, instead of helping one
major client, appeared to boomerang.
Rafshoon now plans to shuck
politics, let his advertising agency run
itself and head for Hollywood to make
movies.
"I'm tired of politicians," he said
one day not long ago. "A lot of people
around them are a pain." He twirled a
loafer idly on one foot. The weather
was teetering on winter, and he was
thinking about Southern California.
"If I produce a picture, whether it's
successful or unsuccessful, it's mine. I
can't take the credit for the Carter

campaign. Maybe he might have won
bigger if I hadn't done the advertising.
I'm tired of advertising. I feel that I'm
at a crossroads.
"The biggest downer I ever had was
the day after Jimmy Carter got the
Democratic nomination," he confessed. "The second biggest downer
was after he was elected."
Trying to duplicate the Carter
success earlier this year, Rafshoon
signed on with then-underdog Mario
Cuomo in the New York Democratic
Mayoral primary.
"I didn't have enough input," said
Rafshoon.
But a high-ranking backer of Cuomo

said of Rafshoon: "He had the best
candidate, the best issues and a
million and a half dollars. He didn't
know anything about New York. He
came up with the idea that a big ethnic
vote was lying around, and he tried to
make Cuomo into an immigrant
candidate. It had nothing to do with
Mario's ideas or his intelligence. He
killed Mario."
Rafshoon, whose Atlanta-based
Rafshoon Advertising Inc. billed
approximately $10 5 million last year
according to one industry estimate,
found this year that his intimacy with
the President boomeranged on at least
one of his clients, the maritime in-

* • * Feedback • • •
Editor:
As a member of Tom Brown's CSection, I originally intended to ignore
the unwarranted publicity your
newspaper has been giving to talk of
secession in our dormitory, while
ignoring much more significant TB-J
programs. My sense of honesty and
feelings of anger, however, call me to
correct the implications of Mr.
Swormstedt's article on the secession
and its effects.
It is correct that of this writing there
are two amendments to Tom Brown's
Constitution, waiting ratification.
What is incorrect is the implication of
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the article that there exists some
connection between the proposed
amendments and the dying secession.
As a co-author of the amendment to
establish direct democracy, and with
the testimony of the authors of the two
amendments, the students can be
assured that there exists no connection between their effete secession
and the amendments. To draw such a
correlation is like suggesting there
exists a correlation between a rainmaker's dance and rain.
Left without any concrete results of
their follies masquerading as
revolutions, the Individuals interviewed appealed to abstract and
undemonstrable proofs such as
psychological changes within the
program. For example, why haven't
those who signed the agreement to
secede attempted to establish their
own student program? Why is there no
provisionary section council? Clearly,
their inaction demonstrates that they
are less effective or interested than
the TB-J experiment they failingly
attempted to criticize.
I do not resist anyone's attempt to
revitalize the TB-J program or make
It more progressive. I would like to
state, however, that the article's
suggestion that the ineffectual
secession had concrete benefits for CSection or TB-J's program is blatantly
false.
John J. Jordan
Junior

dustry. The Republicans spotlighted
that relationship when they attacked
the cargo preference bill the maritime
interests favored.
"1 made it clear we weren't going to
serve as a lobbyist," Rafshoon
responded. "I knew the President
favored cargo preference, but I didn't
talk to him or anyone in the White
House about it."
"He's in a tough position," sympathized Rafshoon's friend, Jack
Kaplan, a writer. "If people want to
use his agency because of his
relationship with the President, that
will deteriorate his relationship with
the President. It has the seeds of its
own destruction."
Movies have been one of Gerald
Rafshoon's passions since childhood.
He once worked for Twentieth Century-Fox in Atlanta as an ad man and
press agent.
Rafshoon quit Twentieth CenturyFox in 1963 and opened a one-man
advertising agency with one client.
Three years later he met Carter, who
was launching a last-minute campaign
for governor.
"We spent the weekend with Jimmy," Kaplan remembered. "On the
way back I said, 'You know, I really do i
like this guy.' Gerry said, 'Never get
emotionally involved in this. It's only '
an account.' Then he got more
emotionally involved with Jimmy
Carter than most people do in
marriage."
(c) l»77, N.Y. Times News Service

teresting and possibly influential
people. Some went because college
seemed a pleasant way to spend four
years. The usual people who wanted to
become lawyers and doctors went
because the medical and legal guilds
required a familiarity with Cicero and
Racine before they would teach you
their trades Some went because their
parents had gone. A few even went
because the prospect of learning
something seemed exciting.
Until 1945, however, the college man
was an elite figure and tycoons still
boasted, with Mr Bounderby, of the
ignorance they had borne to the pinnacles of success After the war,
college became the essential
requirement for comfortable employment which high school had once
been, and with the passing years it fell
into the ignoble role of certifying youth
for employment.
We cannot know, of course, what all
the women now flocking to college are
looking for. We do know from the
success of the feminist movement,
however, that there is a great hunger
among women to become part of the
achiever class Paris is worth a mass,
said the Protestant king preparing to
genuflect. Activity, competition and
accomplishment, women seem to feel,
is worth high blood pressure and early
coronary.
American men do not seem to
disagree despite their grousing about
pressure and the rat race. There are
signs, however, that American men no
longer view college as necessarily the
best way to start for the top. There

even seems to be some redefinition of
what the top may be now that the
nation's vision of limitless growth is
fading.
For several years now, college
graduates have been finding that their
degrees are brass coin in the job
market. Newspaper letter columns
could be filled with complaints from
elaborately educated young men
unable to find jobs of the quality to
which they believe their educations
entitles them.
The more flexible of the young
have shifted their expectations,
moved in on jobs once thought
inelegant for achievers, taken to the
trades, learned to hustle and live by
their wits rather than their degrees.
Whatever the response, there is obviously a growing suspicion that
college may be a dead end for the
upward bound, and that it is time to
adopt new methods of getting ahead.
Guild-controlled professions like law
and medicine still require preliminary
college time, but intense competition
for the limited number of professionalschool vacancies discourages increasing numbers from the struggle
Government policies will give women
(as well as blacks) an edge at getting
professional education, but surely all
those women now in college don't want
to be doctors or lawyers.
It has been a hard struggle for
women, and one cannot help wondering whether now, having become
the dominant sex on campus at last,
they are not once again about to find
that opportunity has passed them by.
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(The world's largest traveling MttKi-Medla Production)
" THE BEATLES: AWAY WITH WORDS
Comes to Fort Worth's acoustically perfect Tan-ant County Convention
Theatre for (3) three unforgettable performances Friday, November 11th
Performances at 7:00 p.m., 9:30 p.m., and final performance at 11:00 p.m
Advance tickets only $3.75 on sale at amusement ticket service (lobby
Rodeway Inn), all Sound Warehouses, Fantasia Tape and Records, and First
National Bank of Euless. All tickets $425 at the door.
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Texans to vote on amendments
By GAKTH JONES
Associated Press Writer
AUSTIN, Texas—Less than one-fifth of Texas' 5.9 million eligible voters
are expected to vote Tuesday on seven proposals to amend the state Constitution.
The seven proposed amendments to the constitution make a total of 358
submitted since the state's policy document was adopted in 1876. A total of
221 changes have been made, so far, and 130 rejected.
Here briefly are the seven proposed amendments:
—Proposition No. 1 would increase the size of the Texas Court of Criminal
Appeals, which is about a year behind in considering appeals from district
courts, from five to nine members. The enlarged court would be allowed to sit
in panels of three to speed review of some cases. All capital punishment
cases would still be considered by the full court.
—The second most talked-about amendment, No. 6, would let the

Two men convicted
in reporter's death
By CAROL JACKSON
Associated Press Writer
PHOENIX, Arii.—All the conspirators have not been identified yet, chief
prosecutor William Schafer III says, but the state eventually will prosecute all
those responsible for the death of newsman Don Bolles.
"We have always maintained that there's a small band of conspirators,"
Schafer said. "As I said before, we don't have all the conspirators, but we will."
A Superior Court jury convicted suburban plumber James Robison and Phoenix
contractor Max Dunlap of firstdegree murder and conspiracy Sunday afternoon
in the Arizona Republic reporter's death. The conspiracty conviction also included the plot to kill ArizonS Attorney General Bruce Babbitt and Al "King
Alfonso" Lizanetz. 51, a former employee of multimillion liquor wholesaler
Kemper Marley Sr., whose name has figured prominently in the investigation of
Bolles' murder.
Robison and Dunlap face possible execution by gas when Superior Court Judge
Howard Thompson pronounces sentence Dec. 6.
Bolles was fatally injured June 2, 1976, when a bomb exploded beneath his car
as he backed from a space in the Clarandon House hotel parking lot. He mumbled
the names "Adamson," "Emprise," and "Mafia" to passersby as he lay on the
pavement
Hospitalized 11 days before his death; Bolles lost both legs and an arm to infection.
Robison, 55, and Dunlap, 48, were arrested Jan. 15, after John Harvey Adamson
admitted his role in the car-bomb slaying.
' Adamson. the state's key witness in the murder trial, admitted planting a
homemade dynamite bomb beneath Bolles' car after luring him to the midPhoenix hotel with a false news tip. Adamson claimed Robison triggered the blast
with a radio-control transmitter.
Dunlap, Adamson testified, hired him to kill Bolles, Babbitt and Lizanetz.
Babbitt was reportedly a target because of an anti-trust suit against the liquor
industry and Lizanetz because of his constant barrage of letters to legislators
reporting alleged Marley crimes.
Adamson said Dunlap told him Marley would finance the assassinations.
Neither Babbitt nor Lizanetz was harmed.
Phoenix police detective Jon Sellers, chief state investigator, said after court,
"We have got some new information as a result of the trial.. This gives us more
avenues of investigation, leading towards more conspirators. This isn't the end."
As the verdict was announced for Dunlap, his eldest daughter, Pam, burst into
sobs and threw her arms around her mother, Barbara.
Several of Dunlap's five daughters and two sons cried.
Mrs. Dunlap clutched the back of the court bench and closed her eyes. Occasionally, she said, "Hush, children. This is not the place."
Dunlap struck the defense table with a hesitant fist after the verdict was read
and looked toward his family.
"I can't believe that 12 people could not find sufficient doubt in the evidence
presented to return a verdict of not guilty," Derickson said.
John Savoy, assistant defense attorney for Dunlap, said, "The verdict was
wrong. They refused to let in evidence concerning the defense theories of why
Bolles was killed."

the

legislature pass laws allowing state and national banks to use electronic
devices in shopping centers and other remote locations:
Supporters, including the Texas Bankers Association, say it would give
bank customers an optional and speedier method of handling their money.
Opponents, including the Texas Consumers Association and Harry Ledbetter, a Democratic candidate for state treasurer, say it is a foot-in-the-door
method of getting branch banking, which is prohibited by the constitution.
—Proposition No. 2 would provide another $200 million for the veterans
land program, plus allowing unmarried widows of veterans to buy land
Proponents say the extension is needed to be sure all Vietnam veterans are
benefited Opponents say the federal government provided adequately for
veterans.
—Proposition No 3 would allow a district court to deny bail to a person
accused of a felony while out on bail following a previous indictment. It also
would deny bail to a repeat offender who is caught using a deadly weapon in
1, e

committing another felony.
Supporters include Atty. Gen. John Hill and the Texas District and County
Attorneys Association. It is opposed by the Criminal Defense Lawyers
Association and the Texas Civil Liberties Union.
Proposition No 4 would allow the legislature to grant exemptions for state
property taxes to preserve cultural, historical or natural history sites.
—Another proposed amendment. No. 5, would permit the legislature to let
producers of poultry, livestock and other raw agricultural commodities form
associations and collect assessments on sales to promote their business.
Opponents say it would mean higher food prices.
—Amendment No 7 would change the name of the State Judicial
Qualifications Commission to the State Commission on Judicial Conduct. It
would enlarge the body from nine to 11 members For the first time the
review body would be able to publicly reprimand an errant judge It also
would be able to suspend a judge who is under felony indictment.

Rosalynn Carter
inspects disaster

Continued from page 1
firemen saw the water cascade down
Toccoa Creek about 1:30 a.m.
"I looked up and I saw red water
that was really starting to move." he
said "We ran and got into a Jeep We
were going to turn the sirens on and
wake people up."
He said the Jeep was swamped
before they could cross a bridge to a
trailer park Elsberry gol hold of a
small tree but his partners were lost.
"1 woke up last night and heard a
noise and the lights went out." said
one young man who recounted the
disaster at memorial services Sunday
"I grabbed my wife and kids I knew
God had us in his hands."
First Lady Rosalynn Carter, who
flew from Washington, was among
those who inspected the disaster scene
on Sunday. She later said the scene
was "indescribable " She told a news
conference, "It's a terrible tragedy "
She visited survivors at a hospital,
touching'their arms and whispering
encouragement.
She told Toccoa s 9,000 residents and
the college students that President
Carter had promised federal
assistance
Gov. George Busbee, who also inspected the flood area, said the dam
that broke above Toccoa Falls had
been declared a high-hazard dam by
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.
The hazard designation does not
mean such dams are structurally
unsafe but that if they break, damage
would be significant, a corps
spokesman said.
The dam was constructed in 1940 to
provide water and electrical power to
If this Red Raider doesn't look too happy it must have been the second quarter of the college, although in recent years, it
the Texas Tech—TCU game when TCU led 17 to 14. The lead was shortlived, has been used only as a recreation
though, and so he soon got back to smiling.
(Photo by Chuck Ault) area.
Students and faculty members held
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Artist chosen for creativity
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Continued from page 1
thony Jones traveled to the national
headquarters of the American Crafts
Council and the Hand Weavers Guild
of America in New York, NY., and
Hartford, Conn., respectively, to
research Weavers' portfolios.
A total of 47 artisans initially were
selected on the basis of their creative
abilities and experience in making
works designed for specific architectural settings, according to
Jones.
Additional
information
received from each was reviewed, and
three artists were requested to submit
preliminary drawings and sample
materials. The selection committee
aided them with color slides,
photographs, architectural drawings
and a verbal description of the room in
which the work will be hung.
Ms. Piatus, the artist chosen from
among the three finalists, has created
fiber sculpture previously for country
clubs, hotels and office suites. She
often uses materials such as sisal and
jute because of their strength, size and
relatively low cost. For additional
textures she employs wool, leather,
fur and horsehair.
Jones said the selection committee
felt the three-dimensional and textural
aspects of Ms. Piatus's abstract works
would make TCU's forthcoming
acquisition "a more dynamic object."
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wants to help you dodge the
seasonal rush by organizing your
travel arrangements, cruises,
hotel reservations and airline
reservations
Let U> Help You Make This
Christmas It New Year a Safe 4
Hassle Free HoUday
American Express
Travel Service
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"We thought this would be a lively
organic form that would act as a
contrast to the straight architectural
lines of the room and animate the
room," he added.
"I try to develop a mood, an impression, not recognition of specific
object or subject, the artist has said.

ACCOUNTING AND
FINANCE MAJORS
LET US HELP YOU PLAN
AHEAD TO BECOME A CPA

CPA
REVIEW

Happy Birthday
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a memorial service Sunday One
young woman prayed, "Help Rick to
be found, Lord, dead or alive. Not
knowing is hard."
Another young woman asked
prayers for a friend whose husband
and daughter were missing. She
prayed, Put your arms around her."
Rain had fallen intermittently in the
Southeast and northern Georgia in
particular since Wednesday. The
National Weather Service reported
three inches of rainfall in Athens, Ga.,
about 40 miles from Toccoa Falls, fell
Saturday
Nine other persons, six of them
children, died in flood-related incidents in North Carolina over the
weekend.
The hea\ty rainfall weakened the
Toccoa Falls Dam, sending tons of
water from the 80-acre lake down the
186-foot Toccoa Falls and into the
creek, which meanders through the
campus area
"There was this awful screaming
and the ripping of metal," said Bill
Stacy, 19, who lived in a mobile home
with his parents, two brothers and a
sister. "It is a miracle, but we all got
out, and my parents helped hunt for
the bodies later."
College President Kenn Opperman
said an inspection of some road repair
work along the reservoir was made
last week but the check "had nothing
to do with checking to see whether or
not there was fault in the dam, but
whether contracted work had been
accomplished."

"My sculpture is a combination of
what I want to do and what the fibers
will do because each fiber has a
quality of its own — a look, a way of
feeling when it is touched. I cannot
forget that the art work has to 'belong'
to the finished building . . . and yet the
art has to be complete in itself."

214-263-0106
214-263-0106
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4 for Leadership
in the spring
Applications are being taken now
through 5 p.m. Nov. 11 for
• Editor of the Daily Skiff
•k Editor of Image magazine
•k Ad manager of the Daily Skiff
■k Ad manager of Image magazine
COMPENSATION: the two editors receive 16 hours tuition;
the Daily Skiff ad manager receives 12 hours tuition plus
commission on collected ad revenues. The Image ad
manager receives a tuition scholarship for four semester
hours plus a commission on collected ad revenues.

We're Here On
Your Account.
While at TCU, you'll be needing a financial friend that's close . . .
something you can bank on.
That's why we're here . . . just across the street. So we can be reached in minutes
to provide you with all the banking services you may need.

WHERE TO APPLY: Pick up application forms from the
Journalism Department secretary, Room 116, Dan Rogers
Hall or from the publications adviser, Room 115 C, Dan
Rogers Hall.
Return the completed application to the Journalism
Department secretary, Room 116, Dan Rogers Hall by 5 p.m.,
Friday, Nov. 11.

University Bank . . . more than just the bank on the comer.

The Student Publications Committee will Interview candidates and make selections for the spring semester on
Tuesday, Nov. 15, at 2 p.m.

UNIVERSITY BANK

A TCU student? You really rate at University Bank.
Check us out . . . there's lots we can do for you.

University Drive at West Berry

THE DAILY SKIFF

Tuesday, November 8,1977
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Texas Tech's Billy T»ylor dives over the Frog defensive
line for a touchdown giving Tech a 35-17 lead. Taylor's
touchdown was his fifth of the game, setting new Tech

single-game scoring record. For the game Taylor rushed
for (51 vards.
(Photo by Chuck Ault)

Frog radio broadcasts drive
sports columnist crazy
Like all young males with small muscles and wild
imaginations, I must confess that when the football team
played Saturday, 1 locked the door, shut the shades, and put
on a helmet.
When Texas Tech Quarterback Rodney Allison started
rolling to the right, 1 was there, like a sturdy water buffalo
standing knee-deep in mud, crushing him into the Lubbock
dirt and grabbing for the loose football which he dropped in
pain and panic.
S~ "
With a leering grin and a hand thrust high in the air, I
watched the Texas Tech offensive unit shake their heads in
disbelief and shuffle off the field.

Looking
at sports
By Skip Hollandsworth
Ah, yes. There is nothing more beautiful in all nature than
standing in front of your dorm room mirror, clad only in
your underwear, listening to the radio's funeral report of /
the Frogs death, and pretending you have been sent in to
save the game.
On the first play (my fantasy position is defensive cornerback) the ball spirals like a serene butterfly toward the
end zone and the outstretched arms of a Tech receiver
But, a sudden blur from the far corner. Like the speed of
an antelope. A purple flash. And Hollandsworth is there.
With the desire of a Baptist preacher reaching for
heaven, Hollandsworth leaps for the ball. His feet are four
feet off the ground Incredible!
A quick tussle. A gasp from the crowd AND HOLLANDSWORTH HAS IT. WHAT AN INTERCEPTION.
But he's trapped by two Tech receivers in the end zone
Hollandsworth, his eyes narrowing at the corners with
intense calculation, feigns to the left and darts for the
sideline
He plunges through a startled Tech player; he lowers his
head into a pile of tacklers, driving through the rib cages
until they crumple to the turf.
A lineman grabs him by the waist, but Hollandsworth
slithers away, and like a determined cobra, iwists for the
goal line.
The people cannot believe this scene of strewn bodies and
a dash of lightening racing for the other end of the field.
Only one man is left between Hollandsworth and six points,
but a quick stiff arm sends the final Tech player sprawling,
and Hollandsworth clenches his fists and reaches the goal
line in triumph.
He is smothered by the TCU team. Dry throws out his
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arms as if he has witnessed the raising of Lazarus. The
lovely cheerleaders are already fighting over who gets to go
out with him next week.
By the end of the game, Tech running backs are falling to
the ground before receiving Hollandsworth's punishing
blows. Allison refuses to throw one pass. And in the last
seconds, the score tied, who else could come in for the injured Steve Bayuk and run around the end for a 78-yard
winning touchdown?
Well, this is the way my brain usually operates, and it
comes as a great surprise to many of my friends when they
learn I have played football for TCU during the last three
seasons.
These cynics say I tackle lamps and hurdle over beds
when TCU plays They claim the game goes on in my head,
as I slam my forearm into closet doors and fire a pass pointblank into a bare wall. They tell me it is foolish to run
around in underwear and a football helmet, to throw back
my head and scream over an imaginary blocked punt
They are wrong Sports cannot be considered as a
beautiful form of existence until you are crouched in
position behind the study desk, and on the count of three,
smash through it like a jackhammer and tackle the
lounging chair at the back of the room for a five-yard loss.
When I was a boy, football gained special significance to
me after I sent a football into a women's bridge game that
was meeting in the living room.

TCU's Jimmy Allen is dragged down from behind by Texas
Tech's David Hill in last Saturday's game. The Tech

The misguided people are the ones who do not understand
why it is necessary to pose in front of your mirror making
impossible catches and sensational passes. Once, I was
running the option toward my stereo when my roommate
walked through the door.
He began packing his bags when I jumped over the
speakers, landed on the turntable, and threw him the ball
with the cry, "Run for daylight."
Another time, the hall director came into my room after
hearing repeated bellows of "Kill, kill," and feeling the
vibrations from my slamming head-first into the air con
ditioner. He looked at my blood stained hand waving wildly
above my head, and said, "Skip, what the hell?"
"Pass rush " I fiercely replied. He must have thought I
was sexually perverted.
Sports fans, listen to my moral: Lock yourself away in an
empty dormitory room. Make flying tackles against the
sink. Get fired up. Hurt somebody. You cannot receive any
greater happiness
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Horned Frog quarterback Don Harris is sacked for a nineyard loss in fourth quarter action by Chris Campbell (471

By CHRIS KELLEY
Assistant Sports Editor
The TCU men's swimming team led
by Dale Pulsifer and Tim Gallas,
drowned Midland College Saturday,
74-37 in a meet at Rickel pool. Midland
was rijkod -lum'rar two in ,!uiiior

AMERICAN EXPRESS
Travel Service
"Going home for the holidays"
American Express Travel
Service will be in the Student
Center on Nov. 9 from 9:00 to
5:00. We will be making airline
and train reservations for those
students who are planning to do
home over the Thanksgiving or
Christmas holiday. For additional information please call.
Ridgmar Mall -738-5441

THE WEEK

NO COVER
For unescorted
ladies during
drink special

Purple merman Tim Gallas took
first in the 200-yd. freestyle with a
time of 1:48.76. Gallas also took first in
the 100-yd. freestyle., swimming that
in :48.6.
Tanker Dale Pulsifer took first place
in the 200-yd. individual medley,
swimming it in 2:04.472. His time was
just ahead of the Midland contender
by .282 hundredths of a second.

We have a date to

NO COVER
For everyone

EVERY NIGHT OF

College swimming Nationals last
year.
The Purple tankers led throughout
the competition, winning 11 of 13
events.
The Frogs jumped to an easy 7-0
lad -7 pointi '
If- <• I \ i
the 400 -yd medley, because Midland
did not enter a relay team. Midland
however did comeback in the second
event, the 1000-yd freestyle, by taking
first place in 10:11.809. TCU still led
however, 10-6

Pulsifer also placed first in the 200yd. butterfly in 2:02.231, barely
beating out another Midland swimmer
who swam the 200 yards in 2:02.328.

FM HEADER FOR THE PALACE
FREE

and Doug Streater. Horned Frog quarterbacks were sacked
for losses of 61 yards.
(Photo by Chuck Ault)

Tankers top Midland, 74-37

* diversity ***

8-9.30
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My mother rushed me up to the bathroom where I was
always whipped with a two-by-four, and she yelled: "What
in the world, son? You almost spilled our Bloody Marys."
"But momma, it was 3rd and long, and I just knew he
could make the first down on the post pattern."

Cc

Highball
& Drinks

defense dropped Frog runners for 81 yards In losses while
limiting Allen to just 32 yards on 13 carries.

before it's tec [ate

offer the drink
special Sunday

The men's team is now 1-1 for the
season. They lost to University of
Texas at Arlington in a dual meet last
week at the Rickel pool by two points
The purpje mermen will face
Southern Methodist University
November 16 in a meet at SMIJ in
Dallas.

thru Thursday

for your

YEARBOOK PORTRAIT
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TCU results:
400 medley relay- 1, TCU, 4:13.5
1000 freestyle- 2, Mark Hepworth,
10:50.401; 4, Rodger Chieffalo,
12:39.104
200 freestyle- 1, Tim Gallas, 1:48.767;
4, Kevin Stevenson, 2:00.950
50 freestyle- 1, Scott Robb, 22.722; 2,
Mike Westbrook, 22.852
200 Individual medley- 1, Dale
Pulsifer, 2:04.472; 3, Jim Davis,
2:09.637
'
1 meter diving-1, Harris Masterson; 2,
Rick Guidotti; 3, Ed Schenk
200 butterfly-1, Dale Pulsifer, 2:02.231
100 freestyle-1, Tim Gallas, 48:608; 2,
Scott Robb, 51.328; 4, Kevin Stevenson, 55 095
200 backstroke- 1, Scot Hollmann,
2:06.812; 4, Mike Miller, 2:13.858
300 freestyle- 2, Mark Hepworth,
5:19.553
200 breastroke-1, Jim Davis, 2:23.742;
2, Rich Peters, 2:24.033; 3, Rodger
Cheiffalo, 2:31.194
3 meter diving-1, Harris Masterson; 2,
Rich Guidotti
400 freestyle relay- 1, TCU, 3:26.856
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don't forget
appointment
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f your Christmas
as igift plans call
for older or unusual books, please
call now so we'll
have enough copies when you need
them.

BARBER'S
book store

-926-1051
ISA Wettc lift Center
Ft. Worth, TX. 71109
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